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Sometimes the Universe just
listens and surrounds you
with the missing catalyst
energy to make it happen.
Mine was to find Dr.
Nicholas. Her work has
allowed me to deeply
understand why
unconsciously I would build
my own barriers to financial
success.

Dr. Susan Nicholas is a physician and
surgeon who after a conscious
awakening, transitioned her life into
soul healing work. Today, she is a
telepathic medical intuitive, energy
healer, and international speaker. Her
highly sought-after speaking platform
is entitled The Frequency of Money,
where she engages and inspires
audiences to positively transform their
relationship with money. Susan speaks
to
schools,
associations,
and
organizations, empowering them to
think both deeply and differently
about the energy that is our money.
Dr. Nicholas is a TEDx speaker on
Money Consciousness: Overcoming
Generational Poverty.

-Vanessa Morgenstern-Kenan,

Director DOSE OF COLORS

To Learn More Visit
www.susannicholas.org/the-frequency-of-money
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I've made two major career transitions in
my life. Neither one was easy. If you are a
medical or business professional who is
unfulfilled and searching for your true
purpose, I am here to work with you
through your transition. 
-Susan Nicholas, MD
- Energy Healer & Conscious Coach

As the founder of the Human Consciousness Consortium Publishing, Dr. Nicholas is the author of The Duality of
Being: Perspectives from Multidimensional Travel.
She is the author of an illustrated conscious children’s book series which includes the titles Two Parts of Me: I am
More Than My Body and The Death of Cupcake: A Child’s Experience With Loss. Her titles are available
worldwide. Susan can also be found hosting her Be Conscious® Podcast and guest podcasting with business
and medical professional influencers. Her diverse work has a common thread to awaken humanity to
consciousness.
-Image Credit: Corey Reese Photography
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MY WORK

DEMOGRAPHICS &
STATS
Highest Country & City
Demographic
United States; New
Delhi, India; Cairo,
Egypt; Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Cities: New York, Atlanta, San
Francisco, Philadelphia, Dallas

Susan Nicholas, MD is the Founder and CEO of the Human
Consciousness Consortium Publishing and her titular organization
SusanNicholas.org. She is a three-time author of conscious books
for adults and children, a Reiki energy healer, international
speaker, podcast host, and conscious life coach. Her conscious
work and perspectives have been featured in media outlets
including Thrive Global, SWAAY Media, The Native Influence
(Natfluence), the Associated Press, and TED.com.
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MEDIA & SPEAKING APPEARANCES

MY BOOKS
are available worldwide through the following major book
retailers: AMAZON, Barnes and Noble, Google Play, and
Apple.
My weekly Be Conscious ® Podcast is published on the
following platforms: Apple, Pandora, Google Play, Spotify, and
Stitcher.
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BOOKS: BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS
The Duality of Being
The Duality of Being details my life and the convoluted journey I made
into higher realms of consciousness through my out-of-body travels. In this
book, I will share with you the perspectives I have gained that have the
power to improve your quality of life, decisions, and relationships. Each of
us has the innate ability to separate our life energy from our physical
body and travel into faraway dimensions. This book details the many
discoveries.
Two Parts of Me
Two Parts of Me: I am More Than My Body introduces children to the dual
nature of their lives on Earth – that they are both a physical being and an
energy being. Two Parts of Me helps young children to understand the
meaning and importance of the feelings emanating from their energy
bodies. Children are encouraged to trust their innermost feelings and to
recognize intuition as guidance from their souls. Children are reminded of
their soul’s infinite connection to the Source energy of the Universe.

The Death of Cupcake
The Death of Cupcake: A Child’s Experience with Loss exposes
the intersection of grief and consciousness from a child’s
perspective. It opens a conscious dialogue about life and loss,
reminding parents and children of their infinite nature. The
Death of Cupcake elevates our collective perspective
surrounding loss to overcome our societal fears of finality.
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